REPAIRS
Mixing epoxy:
Always a 2-part A (clear) to 1 part B (hardener) regardless
of quantity. The epoxy goes a long way, one quart of A and 1/2 quart of B
will mix a 50 lb.bag of stone.
FOR CRACK REPAIR
I would recommend using a piece of cardboard or a paper bag; Place about 3
to 4 handfuls of stone on the bag. Try to get the stone at the bottom because
the smaller stones will settle there and will fit the cracks easier. Use a small
paper cup and put a line an inch up from the bottom and ad the A to the line,
put another mark on the side of the cup at ½ inch or 50% above your epoxy
line and add the B, make sure you are prepared because the clock starts
running when A meets B. Mix thoroughly with a stick or something you can
throw away when finished. When color is uniform, pour over the stone on
the bag and mix until all the stone is coated. Slide the bag along the crack
and with a margin trowel or other flat surface and feed the stones into crack.
It won’t take much to eliminate and hide the void. It is a bit tedious but the
results are amazing. Depending on the temperature you should have plenty
of time so do this, A bit longer when it is cooler. Your first mix will help
you figure out what to do for any additional mixes you may need.
Larger areas may need a wood form till the stone sets, always put a thin
layer of cooking oil or Vaseline on the wood to prevent epoxy from sticking.
Plastic gloves can also make the job a lot easier fitting the stones into small or vertical
areas but double them up because they blow out easily.

